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Better packaging with 

application system for reinforcement and opening tapes

Your custom manufacturing solution

Lemtapes®D&B
Lemtapes D&B (Dispenser & Beam) is a simple, durable, 
and easy to use production technology designed specifically 
for the corrugated board industry. D&B enables precise and 
secure positioning of tapes onto the surface or within the 
structure of corrugated board – without slowing down your 
unique production process. 

This is accomplished with an easy, reliable rolling system 
that feeds tape between layers of corrugated cardboard 
during manufacturing. Up to 8 different tapes can be used at 
once, enabling effortless roll changes. D&B works with the 
entire range of Lemtapes tapes.

Understanding your unique production process and tailoring 
your D&B solution to your needs is our mission.

Our team of adhesive experts will be with you every step of 
the way, from installing and commissioning your new D&B to 
staff training. By the time training finishes, your staff will have 
the skills they need to move forward with confidence, and your 
business can begin reaping the benefits of smoother and more 
efficient production right away.
  

Regular service and spare parts are available by request, and 
Lemtapes will always be available for consultation, technical 
support and further training. 

Lemtapes D&B is the most efficient and scalable way to bring 
Lemtapes reinforcement and opening tape into your produc-
tion process. As your partner for better packaging, D&B is an 
extension of our commitment to help you find the best solutions 
possible for your production – and make them stick.

Check a video of D&B and ask more

 www.lemtapes.fi

Book a meeting

Efficient, 
continuous 
production

Lemtapes D&B is the perfect solution for strengthening 
corrugated packaging and making opening the boxes easy 
and frustration free (without weakening their structure 
with perforations).

The result? 

A safer, more productive manufacturing process that 
will save you time, material, and money. For your brand 
customers, stronger and more sustainable packaging that 
will help them shine. 

D&B is developed specifically for 
the corrugated board industry.

Fixed tape positioning  
during the whole run.

Easy roll locking mechanism.

Enabling the use of different types 
of tapes, D&B allows corrugated 
cardboard manufacturers to diversify 
and to enhance their production.

https://lemtapes.fi/products/equipment/
https://lemtapes.fi

